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Introductions for the COSA sessions at the OSS conference 
 
 
Nick Zilhman 
 
Our first speaker is Nick Zilhman from the US Geological Survey 
Nick Zihlman has worked with optical storage technology since 1989.  
A Physical Scientist with the U.S. Geological Survey, Nick has played  
a key role in the development and operations of the National Energy  
Research Seismic Library (NERSL), a program to rescue geophysical  
data and documents from deteriorating media, archive it to optical media,  
and make it available to the earth science community. 
 
Nick’s presentation is entitled "The National Energy Research Seismic 
Library - NERSL".  
It describes what the NERSL is, how & why we use DVD-R technology, and 
how the NERSL is using this medium to preserve, archive, and distribute 
geophysical data & information from petroleum exploration programs in the 
National Petroleum Reserve, Alaska. 
 
 
 
 
 
Dave Dupont 
 
Our Next Speaker is Dave Dupont., a senior member of Plasmon’s executive 
team. Plasmon is a producer of new blue ray based Ultra Density Optical, or 
UDO. Dave has been involved in the high tech industry for many years at 
several leading companies including Dell and HP.  Dave is considered one 
of the leading experts in optical technology and archive storage requirements 
and regulations. 
Dave’s presentation will be about the most common requirements for 
archive storage, how those translate into technology attributes and why 
optical storage is the best fit. 
 
 
 
 



 
Robert Koeten 
 
Our Next Speaker is Robert Koeten, a senior product manager and strategist. 
from VERITAS Software. Rob is considered one of the storage software 
industry’s leading data lifecycle management strategists and product 
planners. Rob has spearheaded VERITAS’ focus and efforts on data 
protection and preservation, resulting in significant moves by this leading 
vendor into the archive market.    
 
Rob’s presentation today will be on what requirements archive and 
compliance issues VERITAS has seen from its customer base and why 
VERITAS has included new optical technologies into current product as 
well as future planning. 
 
 
 
 
Wolfgang Schlicting 
 
Our Final Speaker is Wolfgang Schlicting, a Research Director for 
Removable Storage at IDC, an international research and analyst firm. 
 
Wolfgang’s presentation today will provide some perspective of what has 
happened and what IDC projects for the future of archive and compliance 
based storage.  His presentation will show where IDC sees disk, tape and 
optical’s role in the professional archival storage market.  Wolfgang also 
makes some key recommendations to the storage industry in general and 
optical industry specifically to address growth and perception from users.  
 


